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DRIPPING SPRINGS ELIVATES ITS ATHLETIC PROGRAM WITH HELP FROM
TEXAS SPORTS BUILDERS

Dallas, Texas-June 17, 2011-Dripping Springs commissions Texas Sports Builders to
construct and install its second and third full sized synthetic turf fields in the district.
Contracted with American Constructors, bringing twenty-five years of the best client
service possible, Texas Sports Builders was able to build the state of the art multi-field
and track facility at the new Dripping Springs High School.
The new state-of-the-art track consists of a brand new eight lane competition running
track with a “Prefer’ RC” Polyurethane Structural Spray. This procedure consists of a
high performance PU base mat and a two layer structural spray to create an exceptional
multi-purpose track surface to be used at all levels of the sport. The structural spray
system provides a textured slip resistant all-weather running surface which allows
athletes to perform safely and at the highest level.
The track is not the only shinning star at Dripping Springs High School athletic facility.
Texas Sports Builders monofilament synthetic turf field installed inside the track oval
truly enhances the athletic versatility of the facility. This acts as the work horse field for
the district, providing a practice and competition facility for all the high schools athletic
and fine arts events.
Just located on the North West side of the high school you can find an additional multisport competition athletic field. This will allow other Dripping Springs High School
programs to experience the best of the best in synthetic turf.
The Dripping Springs ISD project has marked the sixth synthetic turf and track
installation in the Austin area for Texas Sports Builders. With heavy competition deeply
rooted in the area, this goes to show that Texas Sports Builders is running with the big
dogs in the industry.

About Texas Sports Builders
Texas Sports Builders is the leading sports construction company in the Southwest
region with over twenty years of experience under their belt. TSB is operated by Chuck
Wheeler, over thirty years of construction experience, and Hector Puentes, one of only
a few in the country with a designation of both Certified Track Builder and Certified
Field Builder from the American Sports Builders Association. With in-depth knowledge
of design-build athletic facilities and highly qualified and dedicated personnel; TSB is
one of the top rated sports construction companies in the market. Backed by a strong
commitment to customer service, TSB is truly changing the face of the sports
construction industry. They strive to produce and meet the exact needs of their clients
by focusing on professionalism, integrity and expertise. Texas Sports Builders takes
pride in its work and develops a one on one relationship with its clients to insure that all
expectations are met. To learn more, go to www.texassportsbuilders.com .

